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Door Sign Awards Announcement
Once again we’ve sent the photo
department on an expedition to
document every one of your door
signs so that we here in WtF can pick
a favorite.
As usual quality of the art found on
your doors was amazing, and reaching
a decision was far from easy.
The victory this year went to
LiNaraya (for the second year in a
row), Callisto, Sigge, Chesire and
Kobi. The door sign makes good use
of the theme, and the space available.

The artwork also holds a very high
quality.
Our runner-ups were Eddie and
Kosedragen. They make good use of
one of the darker sides of this year’s
theme with great attention to detail,
both artwise and culturally.
We also have an honorable
mention, Mag and Yotie seem to have
had a minor accident with their door.
Let’s hope room service can fix that.
(Leophan)

Fursuit Games
The winter Olympics can’t hold a
candle to this. A riot of fun was to be
had down at the 2018 Fursuit Games.
This year we had a wonderfull cast of
furries. Some were dressed to impress
in their native gear, others were more
casual in their choice of outfit.
The fursuiters had to first shut one
of their crew into a large box (helped
and/or hindered by Mausie). Next,
was a game of tag with Mausie of
course being “It”. Then followed a
game of the party classic Red/Green
Light; with Mausie performing the
traffic lights. The old favorite egg &
spoon race followed soon, and the
whole thing was ended by building a
tower out of Dominoes.
All in all, a show of the mad and
insane-y. What every good NFC is
built upon! (Nostradamus)
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Does deception lie behind those
beautiful brown eyes and cute little
nose? What cold heart beats beneath
that plush, warm fur? Whispers
are hurtling round NordicFuzzCon
that Mausie may not be as squeaky
clean as he likes us to think. Rumour
has it that our beloved mascot was
seen late at night in the Temple of
Temptation – but not with his steady
Cheddar!
Our scientific correspondent, Prof.
Dare E. Shill had this to say: “It’s
perfectly natural. As a mouse ages,
so do his cheeses. One day you’re
slicing through your Edam, all nice
and happy; but before you know it,
it’s covered in gross mould. It’s natural
for a mouse to abandon his plate
and find some fresh young Cheddar
to engage with. Although,” - the
professor looked at me with a roguish
wink - “I like a more mature cheese
myself. Those fluffy young cream
cheeses leave me cold, but show me
a mature Brie in a cool cellar, or an
aged Stinking Bishop with a glass of
red and I’m all over that thang!”
So, it seems that even Mausie can
suc-crumb to the cheeses offered
on a larger, tastier plate. But can the
rumours ever be cowed? It seems
in this case it’s once on the hips, a
lifetime on the lips!
(Next week’s issue: a searing
exposé into the dairy industry’s most
shady academic. I peel the top off
Prof. Dare E. Shill.) (Nostradamus)

HEESE

NFC Logo - A Farewell
The year was 2012, the original
chairmews, Trax and NewEinstein,
were at Café Dox in Stockholm’s old
town brainstorming for NFC’s logo.
At one point, Trax accidentally spilled
his coffee onto a handkerchief with
a blue paw stamp on it. The coffee
splash magically created a snowflake
pattern on top of the paw. They both
looked at it in awe, and decided that
it will be NFC’s logo.
That’s what I thought 6 years ago
when doing the conbook. How did
it come to be? I may never know but
you might know the truth from New
Einstein’s panel yesterday.

Instead we now have a panel
and the help of those involved with
NordicFuzzCon to create the new
logo. There were many ideas and
drafts, in the end we decide that the
new logo has to be more flexible to
use and keeping some elements from
the previous one; the elements were
paw shape, snowflake element, and
the blue colour.
The previous logo has served us
well but it is time for NFC to have a
new one as the convention grows.
What do you think of the new logo?
Let us know by leaving a feedback to
us! (Kanda)

What the Fact?!
Did you know... ...that no animals were harmed during the production of NFC 2018. See you next year!!

